What support do teams need as
they shape the future following the
early stages of the pandemic?
AOD Team Renew

For supporting and reinvigorating your teams as
they reconnect, reflect and harness learning
Designed specifically for those teams facing significant change
during the pandemic, AOD is offering a flexible package of team
development support for health and social care organisations.
Team Renew is for organisations looking to:
£ reestablish purpose, belonging and trust in teams as they
come back together
£ recover lost ground in terms of effective team functioning
£ capture and build upon learning and innovation
£ harness the best practice that emerged in their own teams
and in other organisations
£ create space for teams to reflect, nurture and value their
contribution
£ build structure, processes and resilience in teams

WHAT IS INCLUDED:
• initial assessment of teams
or organisations using
the ARTP+ or Check-in
questionnaire
• two virtual workshops for
groups of up to ten team
leaders
• one-to-one consultations
for team leaders
• participant materials
FEES:
price on application
OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
• direct support for individual
teams
• Affina Team Journey
• ongoing coaching
• three-month review
CONTACT:
sarahjane.dale@affinaod.com

Specialists in team based working
t 01252 727270 www.affinaod.com

“What we know from researching teams in crisis
situations is that the focus should be on teamwork
competencies as much as on technical training.”
Professor Michael West

AOD Advisory Consultant

What do your teams need now?
With so many people redeploying away from their home teams, taking on entirely
new roles or working in different ways during the pandemic, one thing is clear. As
they regroup, teams need support. There is a strong sense of “we should never go
back.”¹

To find out more about the
Team Renew programme,
please contact us at
helpdesk@affinaod.com
or 01252 727270.
Programme Faculty

Our evidence-based Team Renew programme engages team leaders with the
principles and practice of team development.
Not only will they enjoy practical, lively and relevant learning sessions in a safe
environment, they will also have access to one-on-one team coaching from
experienced practitioners.

Michele White

Dr Claire Harris

Su Fowler-Johnson

Anna Lewis

Assessment options
Affina Real Team Profile Plus (ARTP+)
The Affina Real Team Profile Plus for Sample A Team Name
Team Structure
3 Team identity
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Team Renew includes the ARTP+,
a respected online assessment tool for
measuring team effectiveness.
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The extent to which team membership
is clear and the team is recognised as a
team by others in the organisation.

Team objectives

The extent to which the team has clear,
agreed team objectives, to which all
team members are committed.

Team contribution

The degree to which team members
believe that the team's task makes a
valuable contribution to the overall
success of the organisation.

Team member role
clarity

The extent to which team member roles
are clear, distinguishable and
understood by everyone within the
team.

Team leader clarity

The degree to which all team members
are clear about and agree about who is
the leader of the team.

Team autonomy

The degree of control and discretion
the team has in carrying out team
tasks.

Team member
interdependence

The extent to which team members rely
on one another to complete team tasks
and meet team objectives.
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Dimension definition

A clear, visual report (left) indicates how the
team is working and and levels of agreement
between team members.
The ARTP+ is firmly based on leading global
research into what we know about high
performing teams.² It works by analysing
responses from team members to an online
questionnaire.

Further indications of potential team effectiveness
Team Practices
Team
7
communication

Dimension definition

The degree to which team members
are focused on high quality client
outcome.

Team innovation

The extent to which the team
implements new and improved ways of
working.

Team reflexivity

The degree to which the team
collectively reflects upon their
immediate and long term objectives,
processes and strategies and adapts
these as required.

Lack of team
conflict

The degree to which team members
feel that there is little destructive
conflict within the team.

9 Inter-team working
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The extent to which team members
communicate effectively about the team
task.

Team focus on
quality
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The process of reviewing the ARTP+ report
with the team provides a solid foundation for
improving performance.

The degree to which the team engages
in effective, co-operative working with
other relevant teams.

This report has been produced from information provided by 11 team members.
average of team member responses
© Affina Organisation Development Ltd 2014

range of team member responses
ART87 87 / ARTPP

Anne Clark

Madeleine O’Brien

Christine Hamilton

03/11/2014

Check-in survey
Alternatively, AOD’s check-in survey includes specific questions related to
experiences during the pandemic, such as: whether the work of the team changed
significantly, if the team experienced any major barriers to effective teamworking and
if there are opportunities to benefit from what was learned.
¹ NHS Providers: Confronting coronavirus in the NHS, the story so far
² For research references, please visit www.affinaod.com/library
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